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NEWS BRIEFS
In 2006, the Music Depart
ment brought in Assistant Pro
fessor and Director of Bands, Dr.
David C. Ragsdale. In addition to
having a new faculty member, the
music department also sought out
change for some of its components
such as the Pep Band ensemble.
However, the Pep Band had
no idea of what changes they were
about to endure.
See Music on Pg. 2
A unique voice at UAH has
been silenced. ChargerCast, a podcast created by and for UAH stu
dents as an SGA executive office,
has been officially dissolved and
had its funding pulled and property
confiscated.
See CHARGERCAST on Pg. 3
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On Behalf of Hillary Huckabee in Huntsville
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"We cannot rebuild a mid
dle class dream on the
backs of people who have
been thrown out of their
j homes"
-Bill Clinton

Real leadership is not
about ruling over people,
it's about serving peo
ple."
-Mike Huckabee
RACHEL LACKEY
Freelance Writer

KATHERINE BAKER
Senior News Writer

tion, President Clinton explained
that Hillary's plan for change in
volves the rebuilding of the middle
class dream of America, enabling
more of the poorer class to rise to
a higher status. He discussed that
in past years, unemployment has
increased tremendously along with
inflation in healthcare, education,
housing and electricity, and even in
the cost of food. In addition, ninety
percent of the gain from these in
creases takes place in the top ten
percent of earners. All of this has
been a major contributor to the
depletion of the country's surplus
and the creation of an economical

Huckabee spoke about choos
ing members of cabinet as Presi
dent, particularly people that would
"keep America safe."
"Who would protect our bor
ders? Who would strike fear into
the heart of al-Qaeda, who would
strike fear into the heart of the Tal
iban? Who would let them know
that even to think about coming
onto the United States of America
would be their worst nightmare?"
Huckabee introduced his "next
Secretary of Defense," Chuck Norris. The martial arts action hero has
been campaigning with Huckabee.

Arkansas governor and presi
dential hopeful Mike Huckabee
On Saturday, Feb 2, staff and
spoke to supporters in Huntsville
followers of the Clinton campaign
early Saturday morning on Febru
gathered in the Huntsville High
ary 2. The rally at Trinity United
school gymnasium as Hillary's
Methodist Church began at 8am,
other half, President Bill Clinton,
one hour earlier than advertised,
took the stage to support the po
ARTS & LEISURE
likely the reason little more than
tential future leader. Using his own
half the seats were filled. However,
BRIEFS
considerable talents as a speaker,
lower turnout did not dampen en
he helped inform and build trust
thusiasm. Supporters, almost ex
Last Friday, February 8, in Clinton's stance on prominent
clusively white men and women
marked the beginning of a new
issues such as healthcare, the envi
and mostly older, held "Huckabee
tradition at UAH: "Blue and White
ronmental and economic welfare,
signs that they raised with each
Fridays". The idea is actually as
education, and war.
cheer.
easy as it sounds-each Friday,
Referring to the economy in
David Cutchstudents are encouraged to wear the 1990's, Clinton started out as
en,
Alabama
blue and white to show support for
serting that-we need to get back to deficit.
C
o
m
m
u
nica
"That
is
not
the
right
direction
UAH.
a place of stability, where we once
tions
Director
for
See BLUE & WHITE on Pg. 6
had the longest economic expan for America; we must restore the Huckabee's cam
sion, the biggest movement of peo middle class dream," he passion paign, opened by
ately exclaimed.
As you are probably aware, to ple out of poverty, the lowest Af
To do this, there are three ma asking the crowd,
day is February 13. What you may rican American and child poverty, jor components involved: "First, "Is there any
not realize is that tomorrow is Feb and the highest home and business Hillary knows that we cannot have body here besides
ownership.
ruary 14-a.k.a. Valentine's Day.
me who thinks
"We were going forward to a decent country going together, nor
See VALENTINE on Pg. 7
that we ought to
can
we
insure
the
long-term
health
gether for the first time in over
control our own
of
our
economy
until
we
stop
mak
twenty years; family income rose
SPORTS BRIEFS
borders?
Who
and inequality decreased. All of ing excuses and join every other all in here is not
prosperous
nation
in
the
world
in
From right to left: Chuck Norris and wife. Cena O Kelley, andAfter sweeping Rollins in the that is returned with a vengeance in providing affordable healthcare to ashamed to say
last two games of the Gulf South this decade. Hilary does not want every single American," Clinton America is the land David Cutchen applaud during Huckabee's speech. (Photos by:
Rachel Lackey)
Conference (GSC)/Sunshine us to go back to the past, but she
of the free and the
said.
He
endorsed
the
candidate
as "the
Crossover Tournament on Febru thinks we have got to get back on
home of the free?"
He
supported
these
claims
by
only
man
that
can
outdebate
Hill
Cutchen acknowledged a few
ary 9th in Pensacola, Florida, the our feet so we can walk into the fu providing statistical facts: one out
ary
or
Obama"
and
joined
his
wife
Lady Chargers softball team is off ture together," he stated.
Alabamian celebrities in atten
of
every
six
people
do
not
have
in
the
seats
on
stage.
"Some
people
Clinton expressed that to be
to a 9-0 start to the 2008 season.
health insurance, many people dance. Elbert Peters, Alabama's see the presidency as an impor
president,
one
must
first
have
a
vi
Forget Charger Blue; so far this
think they have it until they find out elector for the fifth Congressional tant job," said Huckabee, "and of
sion
district, which includes Huntsville,
season, the Lady Chargers are red
"Her vision for America looks that their medical necessity is not sat onstage, and Jeff Cook of the course it is. But I see it as a sacred
hot.
covered under
trust that is given by the American
See SOFTBALL on Pg. 9
their premium, band, Alabama, sat in the audience.
people to an individual, not to el
* * * * * *
and that every Ray Scott, founder of the Bass An
evate him, not to give him a sense
Students at UAH have school
year we spend glers Sportsman Society (BASS),
****** flUHM
of being a ruler, but to bestow upon
spirit. I know students at UAH sup
seven hundred spoke for a few minutes about en
him the greatest task of all, and
port sports teams—but the teams
billion dollars vironmental conservation before
that is to be a true servant—to un
H^HIB^
that students at UAH support and
more than that introducing Huckabee.
derstand
that real leadership is not
Huckabee
greeted
the
crowd,
the spirit that the majority of the
of any other
n
about
ruling
over people, it's about
students have is not directed at the
wealthy coun stating that his goal in Arkansas
serving
people."
university that we all attend.
try's healthcare was "to have every kid within a bi
He criticized leaders in Wash
See HOCKEY on Pg. 9
cycle ride of a fishin' hole." He de
system.
ington
for the country's massive
"We need a scribed a program he implemented
debt,
unsecured
borders and long
| healthcare sys there called, "Hooked on Fishing,
INDEX
lines
at
airports
due to security
tem that covers Not on Drugs," to get youth in
checks.
2
everybody with terested in a productive activity,
News
"I'm President, that gets
which he said results in creating
Supporters of presidential hopeful Hillary Clinton cheer dur affordable health
Sports
9
fixed,"
he promised. "We'll secure
ing Bill's speech. (Photos by: Katherine Baker)
insurance,
one passionate conservationists of the
the border, we'll build the fence,
Arts & Lesiure
6
environment as well.
like this audience; that we should that brings cost in line with our
11
"I think if people are going to and we'll do it within 18 months."
Crossword
all be together without regards to competitors by delivering health be conservatives, they ought to be
Much of Huckabee's appeal is
11
Sudoku
race, or gender, or religion, or any care smarter and better, and one conservationists. God made a beau
12
Comic
other category," he said.
See HUCKABEE on Pg. 12
tiful world," Huckabee preached.
See CLINTON on Pg. 12
To bring this vision to frui-
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KATHERINE BAKER

Senior News Writer
During the hockey games of
the past few years, you could feel
the energy of the crowd enthusias
tically cheering for our Chargers.
Not only was the adrenaline of the
sport leading their school spirit, but
the UAH Pep Band ensemble was
a guiding force that serenaded fans
to their feet with their high-intensi
ty energy and lovable classics such
as Wipe out. Gimme Some Lovin .

was

feeling

triumphc. because of

pink slip in his mail box. Ncxin-

^^°^"*ithi homble

st.ad

suddenly g^ ^ ^ ^

his —on was mad. a

public event.
The Pep Band and Childs had

one.

.

^^^"eWdsalbied

Additionally,
in to

he feels

that

change the to

iim-

to cany on with thenew cbangex
The music department brought
^
on a new director, Mr. Ryan Sut
ton. from which a new set
of standards were enforced:
less pep and more music, ac
cording to band members.
"Part of what made us

and Sweet Home Alabama.
However, fans and senior band
members alike agree that the situa
tion is no longer the same.
Long time hockey fan Geof
Morris confianed that the Pep
Band's spirit and quality of the mu
sic has changed dramatically over
the past year.

"They have significantly re

proved^ an
e epa ^
^
ally trying to bring the band to
MUt
He also
also expressed
expressed
the next level. He
that the old members of the band,
the "grass root students," brought
a very high volume of pep to the
ensemble" and that the goal of this
new direction is to bring the qual
ity of music up to that level .
different is that we are not
However, former band mem
so regimented like other en
ber Jeff Keenan and the remain
sembles, [but, with this'new
ing senior member, John Fairman
direction'] we felt as things
agree that the music has become
progressed our student input
worse. Fairman attributed this to
was being taken over," stated
the lack of band members.
Judge.
Furthermore,
Morris
ex
They felt that neither
plained that as the old members
Ragsdale nor Sutton were
quit, at first one by one, then in two
listen to them. Old
or threes, "the spirit of the band left
traditions such as concerts
with them." Also, in comparing the
for campus visit days were
relationship between the Chargers
denied, and more of what
and the Pep Band now versus then,
Kevin Hix, former band
you can see a huge difference.
member, called "technical

gressed,"said Morris.
So why the sudden changes in
such a short time?
In 2006, the Music Depart
ment brought in Assistant Pro
Childs did not
just returned from the very success
fessor and Director of Bands, Dr.
want to fight the whole
ful 2007 College Hockey Ameri
David C. Ragsdale. In addition to
situation for fear that
can tournament. They had all just
having a new faculty member, the
it would be worse
gotten off the bus, when Ragsdale
music department also sought out
for the students, even
approached with two UAH police
change for some of its components
though he had been a
officers. At that moment, in front
such as tjie Pep Band ensemble.
part of the band for
of all the students, he fired Childs.
However, the Pep Band had
the last decade and
When asked the reasoning for
no idea of what changes they were
was a big contribu
the discontinuance of Child's em
about to endure.
tion to the ensemble's
ployment, Ragsdale simply replied
Ragsdale explained that the
no comment. Additionally, he had successes.
new concept consisted of bringing
The only rea
no comment whether he thought
the ensemble more under the wing
it distasteful son Childs received
of the music
for his dismissal was
or untactful to
The Pep Band had no
department
that the band needed
no[ idea of what changes they
instead
a new direction, but
Childs believes that it
them
bewere about to endure.
public event.
ing sort of a
was because Ragsdale and he had
Childs explained that he had
separate entity like in years past.
differences in the aspect of social
never felt so disrespected, but more
But also, that the Pep Band needed
dynamics.
importantly, he felt bad for his stu
There may not have been a
a new direction.
Although
band
members dents.
fight coming from Childs, but band
"There [were] people crying; I
were very puzzled as to what this
members were not going to accept
just walked over and gave everynew direction meant when their
'direction" as an answer to the loss
spirit leader and what they call the
expressed
.h^pgh. was , cnncal
"glue" of the group, Doug Childs,
^^"^eps fought
just prior ,0 ,h. even, thai ft. band
the Band Director, was fired.
their way through the administra
tive channels to find a solution or
at least a clearer answer. But their
requests were never really fulfilled.
Instead, student affairs allegedly is
Editor in Chief:
KAREN PULL1NS
sued them a guarantee of a written
Copy Editor: MATTHEW CALLIS
apology from Ragsdale which one
Layout Editor: MANDY MCDAN1EL
band member, Andrew Judge, said
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consistency" was to be the focus.
Thus as the joy of being in
the Pep Band declined, so did the
amount of band members. Over
the past decade the band had built
up their numbers to eighteen plus.
Then in a matter of months the
band diminished, leaving only 1
senior member left, UAH student

tention."
The future of the present UAH.
Pep band is unknown, but for the
Former Senior Members who
fought hard to maintain some of
John Fairman.
that spirit: the hockey team, the
Ragsdale responded with the
students, your beloved and former
notion that change is difficult; that
leader, Doug Childs, and yes, even
it can create instability. However,
Dr. Ragsdale salutes you for stand
he is very proud of all the students
ing up for what you believe.
that did adopt the change.
Questions or comments about
"1 am sorry that the other stu
this story? Email news@exponent.
dents didn't buy into our change,"
uah.edu
he said.
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Before the hockey team would
salute the band and invite them
down on the ice after a winning
game, and now, as Keenan stated
"they are not giving them any at

Bob's Ce//# 631-7474
RYHTHM TOWN MUSIC
504 Jordan Lane

pw***»

Open Mon - Sat 10-6

ChargerCast Disbanded By SGA Nursing Doctorate Program
MATT BARRON
Staff Writer
A unique voice at UAH has
been silenced. ChargerCast. a podcast created by and for UAH stu
dents as an SGA executive office,
has been officially dissolved and
had its funding pulled and property
confiscated.
SGA President Sam Parks is
sued an executive order canceling
the podcast on January 22. In the
order, Parks cited a lack of jour
nalistic integrity due to inadequate
guidance and a lack of indepen
dence from the student govern

A great success.
~ Members of ChargerCast say
that they have heard from students
that they listen to the podcast at
work, while exercising, or while
sitting at a computer. ChargerCast's audience even extends to
UAH faculty.
"I've been cornered by a teach
er," Tonini said. "I was really flab
bergasted that he recognized me
from the station. I am not exactly
a famous author walking down the
street"
During the fall of 2007, Char
gerCast featured at least 7 bands,
including Jars of Clay and Los

a ,v-nriiinn to
tA s
C1A President
According
SGA
Sam Parks, after the complaint,
Tonini agreed to find an advisor
and maintain journalistic integrity.
"The agreement was, they
could conduct interviews, play
bands, do what they've been doing,
but no reporting shall be conducted
by ChargerCast," Parks said.
According to Parks, Charger
Cast broke that agreement in their
first podcast of 2008.
"Fortunately they did get
their facts right but they didn't get
around to checking their facts, so it
was just random chance that they

Designed to Save Health
Care System

RAHCEL LACKEY
Freelance Writer
The University of Alabama
System Board of Trustees approved
the Doctorate of Nursing Practice
degree Friday. The DNP is a pro
fessional doctorate for advanced
practitioner nurses and nurse man

tems and the way that health care
is purchased as the main cause of
high error rates. The AACN rec
ommendations are intended to re
duce these errors.
"Health care systems employ
ing nurses prepared at a higher lev
el have fewer patient errors," Dr.
Raines said. "I believe we must do
a better job in this country of pro
viding health care to its citizens."
According to the AACN, Doc
tors of Nursing Practice should be
well versed with the scientific un
derpinnings for practice, advanced
nursing practice, organization and
system leadership, management,
quality improvement and system
thinking. They should be able to
use information technology to im
prove health care. They should also
be skilled in health policy develop
ment, implementation, and evalua

agers.
The degree is the culmination
Lonely Boys.
of an effort that started in 2004 in
ment.
ChargerCast's problems began
"They
lacked appropriate
response to a position paper pub
in
October,
when they discussed
lished by the American Associa
background to report on campus
the cost of the new Shelby Center.
tion of Colleges of Nursing, which
events," Parks said.
Tonini speculated on the epi
Prior to the executive order.
recommended that the terminal de
gree for advanced nursing practice
ChargerCast was an official func sode that the building cost S50
should be the Doctor of Nursing
tion of the SGA, and the responsi Million, with $40 Million com
bility of the SGA Executive Office ing from the state and $10 Million
Practice. Four types of nurses are
from Huntsville. According to the
of the ChargerCast Director.
considered advance practice nurs
es: clinical nurse specialists, nurse
ChargerCast has been online Huntsville Chamber of Commerce,
sporadically for the past three Sen. Richard Shelby was respon
anesthetists, nurse midwives. and
years, most recently under the sible for bringing $50 Million in
nurse practitioners.
"The DNP will become the
stewardship of Ryan Tonini, a com federal funds for the building, with
puter engineering senior at UAH. $10 Million provided by the state
requirement for nurses prepared tion.
In addition to concerns over
Since the beginning of Fall 2007, of Alabama.
for the advanced practice level by
health care errors, the AACN
According
to
Tonini,
Charger
ChargerCast has aired 16 episodes.
2015," said Dr. Fay Raines. Dean
stated that aging population and
The current format, podcasting, is Cast does not view itself as an out
of the College of Nursing at UAH.
let
for
rigorous
journalism.
The DNP will be the largest client demand for new technolo
an internet technology that enables
"We stated what we thought
gies and drugs increase cost and
joint degree program for the UA
automatic publishing and down
waste. A 2001 IOM report. "Cross
was an estimate. Basically a guess,"
system. Each diploma will bear
loading of audio clips, or podcasts.
ing the Quality Chasm," states that
Tonini said. "If I was presenting it
the name of all three schools in the
much like a blog.
as
fact,
any
thing
as
fact,
I
would
UA system. The joint nature of the the health care system as a whole
According to Tonini, Chardoes not make the best uses of its
not
have
said
'something
like'
or
i
degree means that resources can be
gerCast's mission is to stimulate
think
so'."
shared among the three schools. resources.
discussion on campus issues, to
The IOM report said that nurse
That did not stop a faculty
For example, a UAH student inter
fortify the student voice on cam
managers, including Chief Nurs
member, who Parks would not
ested in neo-natal care could per
pus, and to be a place for extreme
ing Executives, needed increased
identify for The Exponent, from concerns.
entertainment.
For now, the current Charger form clinical work at UAB, which
training and knowledge because of
complaining
about
the
error.
"We hit things pretty hard on
has a highly regarded neo-natal
the shortage of mid-level nursing
"Sam Parks caught flak from Cast personnel have decided to
charger cast. When we talk about
care unit.
managers and increased responsi
some science department faculty continue producing a podcast un
"They have opened to them
a subject, we talk about the whole
der a different name, hosted on a
bilities of nurses due to the overall
member
stating
that
they
were
un
thing. We don't leave anything un
the entire spectrum of health care.
server not owned by UAH.
happy
and
that
what
we
said
was
shortage of nurses in the country.
touched," Tonini said. "1 consider
Dr. Raines said.
"There is a tremendous nurs
incorrect,"
Tonini
said.
The UAH program will begin
ChargerCast to be an over-success.
ing shortage in the country, the
admitting students who already
have a Masters degree in nursing greatest nursing shortage the coun
in the fall of 2008. For these stu try has ever seen," Dr. Raines said.
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN HUNTSVILLE
According to an informal sur
dents, the program will require 34
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
vey
performed by Dr. Raines ev
credit hours. Eventually, students
ery
year
at graduation, nearly every
with only bachelor's degrees will
January 2008
nursing student had a job offer, and
be admitted for a 76 credit hour
students who applied to more than
ThTfollowine statistics are provided in compliance with the Federal Crime Awareness and
program.
Campus Security Act of 1990, and as a courtesy to the University Community and represents
"These students will have to one job frequently had multiple job
offers. The Chief Nursing Execu
fncTnt/Offense Reports taken by UAH Police between 0001 January 1, 2008 through
study advanced pathopysiology,
tives of the two major Hospitals in
midnight January 31, 2008^
———
advanced pharmacology, health as
sessment, and spend a lot of time in Huntsville are UAH graduates.
According to Dr. Raines, the
clinical practice settings." said Dr.
process of building the curriculum
Raines.
Dr. Raines expects the pro for the new degree has been very
gram to have over 200 students. fast and pleasant, but not without
were right," he said.
ChargerCast's January 13 epi
sode included comments about the
Salmon Library computer lab. The
comments were informed by a Stu
dent Affairs email sent to all stu
dents with a UAH email account.
Following the January pod
cast, Parks decided to cancel
ChargerCast. The cancellation or
der required all of the equipment
used to produce ChargerCast be
seized, cataloged, and distributed
to its rightful owners. SGA owned
equipment included a Macintosh
computer and several microphone
stands, but a large portion of the
equipment belonged to the students
involved in ChargerCast.
According to Parks, the SGA
owned equipment could be given
to The Exponent to restart Char
gerCast under the domain of the
UAH Publications Board. Expo
nent Editor-in-Chief Karen Pullins
has so far not agreed to take con
trol of ChargerCast due to budget

Currently, there are over 140 stu
dents enrolled in UAH's Master of
Nursing program.
The 2004 AACN position pa
per cited a 1999 study by the In
stitute of Medicine indicating that
between 44,000 and 98,000 people
die each year as a result of medical
errors. According to the report, this
number is higher that the number
of people killed by traffic accidents
or AIDS, and costs health care sys
tems between $17 Billion and $29
Billion.
The report pointed to the frag
mented nature of health care sys

difficulty.
"It's been a very, very posi
tive experience," Dr. Raines said.
"There really is a shared commit
ment to make it work."
The main obstacle has been
clearly communicating the nature
and importance of the new degree.
"There's sometimes a chal
lenge to make people understand
that what this is about is not just a
new degree for the sake of having
a new degree, but it's a new degree
that provides a higher level of care
for patients," Dr. Raines said.
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Activity Fees Feeling Feeble City Council Comes to Campus
SEAN KALOI

SEAN KALOI

Freelance Writer

Freelance Writer
The UAH administration has recently proposed a Student Activities Fee increase to accommodate increas
ing programs coinciding with the growing university.
After fourteen years of fixed activities fees. Student Affairs found its budget virtually stagnant. Student
enrollment has increased, as has student activity. New clubs have been charted, more events planned, and more
student services supported by the currently underfunded Student Affairs. A budget crisis last year made it clear
to the administration that the funding for student services must be supplemented if activities are to simply re
main as they are, much less expand.
The Student Activities Fee is a fee tacked onto tuition in order to fund student life at UAH. Athletics, clubs,
special events, entertainment and other extracurricular activities draw funding from them. Additionally, services
such as the student health clinic, transit assistance, security, student support and career services all find funding
from the Student Activities Fee.
During the 2006-2007 academic year, UAH felt the crunch when its Student Activities expenditures sig
nificantly outweighed its expected budget. Organizations like the Association for Campus Entertainment (ACE)
and the SGA, as well as clubs and various student organizations, expanded along with the university's growth
(an averaged 9% per year). However, the necessary funding for successful programs, events, and campus life
was well over the allotted budget, nearly doubling the expected income from the Student Activities Fees.
This apparent deficit led the administration to reconsider the funding situation. Currently, the Student Ac
tivities Fee consists of a $2.85/credit hour for in-state students ($5.70/credit hour out of state). The proposed
fee increase of two dollars per credit hour would bring in about $300,000 more per year, though still sparse
compared to other universities of equal or greater size. UAB currently attaches ten dollars per hour on top of its
head-count charge of $42, totaling to a massive full-time fee of $162 per semester.
The proposed increase will be voted upon by the University of Alabama System's Board of Trustees this
June. If approved, the fee increase will likely take effect in fall of 2008.

Canadian Senator Visits UAH
LISA BARBELLA

Freelance Writer
UAH and the city of Huntsville had the honor of hosting Canadian Senator Celine Hervieux-Payette for a
series of special events that culminated in a luncheon at the VBC Salon on Monday, February 4.
Senator Hervieux-Payette holds the position of Leader of the Opposition in the Canadian Senate and cam
paigns for the promotion of women into positions of power. Senator Hervieux-Payette held a meet-and-greet
for UAH students and faculty where she discussed women's issues in both the United States and Canada and
compared the status of women in the two countries. She explained her role in influencing women-friendly poli
cies in Canada including maternity leave, equal pay for equal work, affordable early childhood development
programs, and the mandated appointment of women to the boards of public companies.
During the luncheon she spoke about her experiences as a female leader and encouraged women to rise
to the top of their fields. She asserted that when women gain political, social, and economic influence it does
not just benefit the individual woman but society as a whole. The Senator hoped to impact beliefs about what
a woman can accomplish and leave having "convinced a few American women that they should always go for
the top and nowhere else."
The event was sponsored by the UAH Women's Studies Department, the American Association for Univer
sity Women, the UAH women's studies student organization (POWER) and Women's Economic Development
Council.

The Huntsville City Council will be holding a public work session
and question/answer forum at UAH on February 21, in the Frank Franz
Hall Multipurpose Room, between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. This is an opportu
nity for the council to address any questions and concerns that students,
faculty, and staff may have regarding the city's plans and actions relating
to the university or the city.
As three of the members- Council President Glen Watson, Richard
Showers, and Mayor Loretta Spencer-are currently up for reelection, it is
a time when the City Council is showing its concern with the Huntsville
community's youth. This session should, then, be indicative of the city's
disposition toward and relationship with the university during the new
UAHuntsville era. It therefore marks an important event affecting not
only current Chargers, but potentially those still to come.
The City Council holds meetings bimonthly in order to discuss issues
pertaining to city planning, special events, internal government function
ing, and problems arising in the city. Mayor Loretta Spencer, the five
council members - Richard Showers, Mark Russell, Sandra Moon, Bill
King, and Glen Watson - and possibly the Chief of Police will be attend
ing the session. The council, apart from usual business, should address
concerns relating to the university in particular.
Included in the agenda is a discussion of the current Huntsville prop
erty taxes in relation to schools, as well as recent city council pay raises,
which have stirred some city residents. Once the regular work session is
completed, the City Council members will open themselves to questions
from the student body as well as faculty and staff. The SGA has already
taken the liberty to compile a list of concerns directly relating to students
and has submitted these to the council in order for more informed and
thorough explanation.
The recent interest that the City Council has shown in UAH comes
during a pivotal period in the university's history. Glen Watson expressed
the city's need to retain the young professionals coming from UAH. He
and the council wish us to leam, work, and live in Huntsville as the BRAC
program, in which it is projected that thousands of jobs will come into the
Huntsville area, is implemented, and the city grows. UAH is hoping to
accommodate the changes though its own restructuring and expansion.
Although so far, BRAC has not yielded the anticipated results. What was
at first a massive five year endeavor, has now come to manifest at a slower
rate, damaging some areas of Huntsville's economy.
The technology sector is at the center of both the BRAC program's
purpose and is UAH's specialty and should, therefore, remain an integral
aspect of the city's expansion. Damon Percival, a Senator of the SGA
put it well when he commented on the opportunity to be involved in this
development: "Everyone, especially UAH students are encouraged to at
tend this and future local political functions. With Huntsville growing,
and more and more people moving to this area, being involved with lo
cal leaders and policy is evermore beneficial to one's personal interest.
This is one of those times of year when the spirit of democracy pulls our
representatives closer to us, and us-the citizenry-closer to the decision
makers." We, as students, have responsibilities to our futures and those in
our communities through such representation and should, then, act as the
adhesive that allows UAH and Huntsville to grow alongside each other,
creating a more promising future for all current and prospective residents
or students.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK FOR
THE EXPONENT?
We can help you learn to write news articles, give you
participation in campus activities, build your resume and
portfolio and gain real word experience while you're still in
college. Do you have an interest in writing, publishing and
photography? Apply now!
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Sports Writers: One story every week or two
on a sports event, personality or other activi
ties. Must be willing to edit your own work and
deal with deadlines. Photography might also be
required.

Contact the Exponent for more information (editor@exponent.uah.edu) or fill out an application at Career Services
and drop it off at the Exponent offices, room 104 in the UC.
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Psst! Valentine's Day is Tomorrow!
STEPHANIE KALOI
Senior Arts & Leisure
As you are probably aware, to
day is February 13. What you may
not realize is that tomorrow is Feb
ruary 14-a.k.a. Valentine's Day.
The day itself has roots in An
cient Rome, when Lupercalia was
celebrated on February 15. Lu
percalia was a rite associated with
fertility, in which noble youths and
magistrates would run in streets na
ked, and woman of rank would pur
posefully stand in their paths. The
belief was that women who were
pregnant at the time would have
a smooth delivery, and those who
were barren or unable to conceive
would be gifted with pregnancy.
The tradition has evolved other
the years, and now is commonly a

date celebrated by couples and lov
ers alike, through the exchange of
Valentine's cards, candy, or other
assorted gifts.
Valentine's Day is a curi
ous holiday in that you truly have
complete creative control over
what you may or may not do to
celebrate. Granted, running up and
down the street naked may do little
more than win you a police fine and
ticket, but there are plenty of legal
activities to engage in. For exam
ple, having dinner at a nice restau
rant is often a common occurrence
on Valentine's. If you're looking to
add a personal twist on the typical,
trying planning a candle-lit meal at
home.
Gifts are also usually encour

aged on Valentine's Day. Candy is
nearly always a great idea for both
genders, as are concert tickets. As
Western society tends to put a lot
of emphasis on romantic love, the
desire to make the day special and
memorable can be overwhelming.
Though Valentine's Day was not
the direct reason, my husband and
I got married two days afterwards,
but going to that extreme may not
be best idea for everyone.
The most important thing
about gift-giving, whether it be on
Valentine's or any other day of the
year, is that it should be something
that will mean something to your
significant other. It's probably not
a good idea to buy your boyfriend
or husband a subscription to Sports

Illustrated if he's never touched a
copy in his life. Likewise, if your
girlfriend or wife has never shown
interest in all things pink, don't as
sume that on this one day out of the
year she's going to love it.
As Valentine's falls on a
Thursday this year, some UAH
students are having a hard time ar
ranging time with their loved one.
Chelsea Finklea laments, "Oh, Val
entine's Day! Well, this is my first
Valentine's Day in a relationship,
therefore my first real Valentine's
Day and I'm working! I work at
Macaroni Grill and it's one of our
busiest days. Not everyone can
go out on Valentine's Day—who
would serve you dinner? It sucks,
but who cares if we celebrate it the
day before? My boyfriend kind of

FACULTY LIMELIGHT: DR. RICHARD MOORE
KATHERINE BAKER
Senior News Writer

tion for the students because they are so diverse and brilliant.
"UAH students are endlessly interesting to me. In every class there
is an amazing range of difference, people from every conceivable back
There are always one or two professors that change the way a student ground, and I have students who are easily the match of the best in the
views the world or simply gives them a new perspective that they never country," he stated.
thought possible.
Furthermore, he explained that he loves to teach and to share the
As many students would agree, Dr. Richard Moore, UAH Associate power of literature as it is a "representation of experience that you cannot
Professor of English, is one of those teachers.
have directly."
This scholar's journey of literature began early in his life, as he was
"The question is how can anybody be satisfied with just this one
an "avid reader" at a very young age.
life that you lead? You see? And through literature you can lead multiple
"I found literature more interesting than my early life; I could derive lives," Moore asserted.
pleasure and excitement from it when the circumstances around me were
Although only halfway through his one life, he has led an awe-inspir
not that interesting," said Moore.
ing path that has been filled with adventure, romance, hardship, and hap
Although faced with the difficulties of growing up in the age of the piness. Through it all he has experienced a rich career, a loving marriage,
Vietnam War, he still attended Brown University where he received a and the joys of fatherhood.
first-class education. Moore explained that he, too, had a number of ex
Currently, Moore is interested in the scholarly work of South African
ceptionally insightful teachers that enabled him to develop a profound writer John Maxwell Coetzee, a Noble prize winner that authored such
affection for the English arts.
books as Disgrace, The Life and Times of Michael K, and The Lives of
He graduated with a B.A in English. Then he joined the graduate Animals. Additionally, Moore is fascinated with the "extreme experience
program at Duke University, specializing in Romantic and Eighteenth- as it is represented in literature and other arts." Thus, he teaches special
Century British literature.
topics on the Holocaust, slave narratives, and terrorism in literature.
However, Moore then encountered an almost fatal medical crisis
He plans to teach for a few more years, but eventually he will re
which caused him to loose his vision for a while, but thankfully he was tire in hopes of exploring new experiences in his old pastime, mountain
able to recover. He conveyed that the experience changed his perspective climbing. He also desires to trace his heritage back through Scotland and
and allowed him to read in a new light.
Russia.
Thus, he decided to obtain his expertise in the genre of American Lit
"I have a project of using myself up so there is nothing left. Then
erature. He earned his M.A; then he finished his Ph.D. with a dissertation there is nothing to regret," he concluded.
on the classic novel Moby Dick by the great American author, Herman
Students love Moore all around. Anyone who experiences his kind
Melville.
company or the candor of his lectures will treasure the wisdom, integrity,
Almost thirty-four years ago, Moore began his teaching career at and humility of his character and his teachings.
UAH. Over the course of this time, he fulfilled many positions such as
Jane Haithcock, UAH English Graduate student, explained that he is
Chairman of the English Department, Associate Dean of the Humanities the type of professor you always want; that he has an eloquent way with
Center, an English and film professor, and most importantly, a mentor and words that express his earthly, soft-spoken nature but also his fierce pas
friend to a vast number of students.
sion for life.
Moore has seen the development of UAH bloom through the ages.
"Every word is golden," she said.
"I have been here long enough to see what was really a very raw and
For students who have had Dr. Moore, his lessons are the some of the
confining branch of the system transformed into a first class university" most memorable of their educational career.
he said.
Dr. Moore offered a final thought: "Find what you love, and stay with
He also explains that he has an infinite amount of respect and admira it no matter what anyone tells you."
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Alabama,
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We Buy
Hardcovers
We Trade
.Paperbacks,

does, but maybe I'll pay since I'll
be making money the next day!"
If .you find yourself without
another human being attached to
your side this year, fret not. Con
gratulations if you've broken Off
a relationship that wasn't right
for you and condolences if you're
bummed about being by yourself.
There are still plenty of things for
un-attached people to do on Val
entine's Day! Get dressed up and
go out with your friends. Make a
whole night of it, complete with
dinner, drinks, and dancing, or af
ter an hour or so, dancing drinks.
Huntsville offers a fairly wide vari
ety of entertainment options, from
movie theaters to a few night clubs,
and there's sure to be something
that will strike your fancy.

Celebrate
Black
History
Month
ABIGAIL BROWN
Freelance Writer
"The different-ness of races,
moreover, is no evidence of superi
ority or of inferiority. This merely
indicates that each race has certain
gifts which the others do not pos
sess."
Carter G. Woodson had a
dream — even before Martin Lu
ther King, Jr. — of equality among
all the races, specifically for
blacks. That is why this February,
Black History Month's national
theme is "Carter G. Woodson and
the Origins of Multiculturalism."
Woodson, often called 'The Father
of Black History Month,' initiated
Negro History Week in 1926 and
called for the celebration and study
of black history.
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs plans to celebrate his mis
sion and his accomplishments by
praising his message in their annu
al Black History Month luncheon
on Feb. 21 at 11:00 a.m. in the Uni
versity Center Exhibit Hall.
A performance adapted from
this year's theme by theatrical
group M'kono-Nia will be the
height of the event. M'kono-Nia,
founded in 1999 at Oakwood Uni
versity, is a group of young adults
who minister the gospel through
theatrical-performances. The group
is "crazy about all that [they] do
and [they're] dedicated to being
used by the Lord."
All are invited, and tickets
are $12 each. Though the deadline
has passed to be eligible for door
prizes, tickets will still be available
until the day of the luncheon in the
OMA, Morton Hall 220. However,
tickets will not be available at the
door, and seating is limited. If pay
ing by check, please make checks
payable to UAH/OMA.
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WANT TO VOLUNTEER?
VISIT THE STUDENT ENGAGEMENT CENTER!

Fridays Now Come
in White and Blue

STEPHANIE KALOI

STEPHANIE KALOI

Senior Arts & Leisure Writer
In January, Student Devel
opment Services announced the
opening of the UAH Student En
gagement Center. The Student
Engagement Center is located in
room 200A in the University Cen
ter on-campus.
The Student Engagement Cen
ter was founded to provide UAH
students with opportunities to en
gage in on and off-campus service
that will enrich them both academ
ically and personally, and help our
local community.
There are currently four pro
grams offered by the Student En
gagement Center. The first is Gen
eral Volunteer Opportunities, which
are opportunities for students to
volunteer for a variety of non-prof
it organizations related to what the
student is academically focused on
at UAH. The Student Engagement
Center's website has a list of area
organizations that are requesting
volunteers. Once a student or stu
dent organization applies to volun
teer, they are matched with an or
ganization that suits their personal
goals and aims. The website also
has a link to The Volunteer Center
of Madison County's website.The second program is Cur
riculum Integration and Develop
ment. Both this program and the
third, Community Based Service
Projects, encompass The ServiceLearning and Volunteer Services
programs.
"The main goal of Student
Service-Learning and Volunteer
Services is to provide the UAH
campus community with opportu
nities for service on and off cam
pus that will allow the use and
enhancement of academic skills,

while addressing the needs of the
local and regional community,"
explained Service-Learning and
Volunteer Services Coordinator
Taralyn Caudle.
"There are several goals in
tended to fulfill this mission: Of
fering one-time and on-going
volunteer opportunities as well as
alternative spring break opportu
nities; providing support services,
resources, and training for student
groups who
want to plan
community
service proj

Harper Lee's (author of To Kill a
Mockingbird) hometown. Applica
tions are due February 15. Cost to
students is $125 per student, which
covers four days of food, lodging,
transportation, and activities. Stu
dents interested in applying can
pick up an application at the Stu
dent Engagement Center.
So far, student participation
in the Student Engagement Center
has been small, but it is increas-

Senior Arts & Leisure Writer

Last Friday, February 8, marked the beginning of a new tradition at
UAH: "Blue and White Fridays". The idea is actually as easy as it sounds-each Friday, students are encouraged to wear blue and white to show
support for UAH.
A campus-wide email announcing the advent of Blue and White Fri
days was sent out via ChargerMail on February 6 by current SGA Presi
dent Samuel Parks.
In case you are already wondering, color choices are not limited to
Charger Blue. Students, faculty, and staff have free reign when it comes
to deciding exactly which shade of blue or white - or a combination of
both! - to don.
"Blue and White Fridays is an idea that was born out of the need
to create a sense of community on campus. Other universities, such as
Clemson, have similar programs that encourage students to take pride in
their institution," explained Parks.
ects; and col
"Support for the university as an institution has never been very
laborating
strong. We would like to create a more traditional campus environment
with faculty
and the best way to do that is to create a sense of community and to unite
to develop
everyone around the common ideal of UAH," Parks continued.
curriculum
On the whole, many students are receptive to the idea. "I think it's a
for servicegood idea, as it promotes unity within the school," said Nick Sasser.
learning
"I think I will probably wear blue and white on Fridays," Olga Sayacourses."
go contributed. "I think other students will, also, if SGA puts out the right
T h e
propaganda for the idea."
^
fourth pro
When asked if he planned to wear blue and white, student Tyler Begram offered
by the center
hel said, "Sure, why not? SGA might even want to have some kind of
function on Fridays, to go along with the blue and white idea. If it is
is the Alter
Students volunteering at University School. (Photo by Taralyn Caudle)
marketed right, I think plenty of students will participate."
native Spring
However, at least one student was confused about what our official
Break. The Alabama Student Ser ing. Says Caudle, "Since returning
vice Initiative is sponsoring two from Christmas break, student re colors are. "Why not blue, white, and black?" asked Marlon Smith. "I
such breaks from
March 16 to sponse has been steadily growing. thought that's what our colors are now."
March 20. The first of these is the Over the last three weeks, I've re
In addition to students, President Williams is also encouraging fac
North-East Alabama Trip, which is ceived several inquiries from both ulty, staff, and alumni to join in. "I think it's a great idea!" commented
set in Jackson, Dekalb, Cherokee, individual students and groups in William Hall, UAH's Audio/Visual Coordinator.
and Marshall Counties. Students terested in engaging in community
Marketing for the idea began last week, and is expected to intensify
will stay in cabins at DeSoto State service."
somewhat
over the coming weeks. In addition to email reminders, "we
•
Park, and participate in reflection
"I think that as the word about plan to post flyers and other signs promoting the idea," said Parks.
activities and go on outings in the office on campus spreads, more
Huntsville and surrounding areas. and more students will seek out
The second trip is the South-West ways to become more active mem
Alabama Trip in Baldwin, Escam bers in the community."
Incantations of a Native Son by John Moore
bia, Clarke, Monroe, and Conecuh
You can find the Student En
Counties. Students going on this gagement Center on the internet
trip will stay in Lodge 1 at Pinetreat at http://www.uah.edu/student_afCamp, and participate in reflection fairs/development/SEC/SLVS/inactivities, beach trips, and visit dex.htm

Peace Corps
Coming to UAH

STEPHANIE KALOI

Senior Arts & Leisure Writer
On Tuesday, February 19, a Peace Corps representative will be at UAH to hold an information session for
interested students. The representative will be in Union Grove Gallery from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Dr. David Johnson, Director of Global Studies at UAH, was contacted by the Peace Corps to arrange the
session. "The Global Studies Program wishes to promote a variety of study, work, and volunteer opportunities
for UAH students. The program does not just wish to make students aware of global issues, but to encourage
them to study and/or work abroad and engage in various developments and challenges first-hand and on-site in
a foreign country or countries," he explained
"The Peace Corps provides such opportunities. Global Studies wants UAH student to be able to learn about
this organization and explore the possibilities of participating in this program," Johnson continued.
Today, the Peace Corps has over 8,000 volunteers in 68 stations serving 74 countries. Volunteers are grap
pling with current issues such as HFV'AIDS in Africa and the Caribbean and the impact of the information
technology boom internationally.
The Peace Corps traces its beginnings back to 1960, when then-Senator John F. Kennedy gave a speech at
the University of Michigan calling on students to serve their country in the name of peace for two years.
Since 1960, the Peace Corps has counted more than 190,000 volunteers in its ranks. The volunteers have
been invited to 139 countries around the world, and work on a variety of issues relevant to both the country they
are visiting and the world in general. The first country to receive volunteers was Ghana, and volunteers in the
Peace Corps have served 46 African countries.

Current Exhibit in the University Center Art Gallery
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A Major Wishlist

RACHEL LACKEY

Freelance Writer
Staffers of The Exponent,
longing for a degree in journalism
but committed to graduating from
UAH for various reasons, won
dered how many other students,
like us, wished their dream degree
were attainable here at home.
We issued an informal survey,
handing slips of paper to students
entering the cafeteria. Suggestions
ranged from sports medicine to lin
guistics to culinary arts, meteorol
ogy to film production to African
American studies—51 (Efferent
majors, actually. Yet there still re
mained quite a bit of overlap. Phys
ical therapy had the most requests,
though about half were from nurs
ing students. Following were pre
law, journalism and pharmacy, then
theater and architecture.
Most students who responded
had already chosen a major, which
may explain why some of the top
wish-listed majors are already pursuable through UAH's pre-professional programs.
Physical therapy, pharmacy
and law degrees are available only
from professional schools. In or

der to apply to such schools, one
must typically have a bachelor's or
master's degree. Though the type
of bachelor's or master's does not
matter, one's success in the future
profession depends upon a good
general education foundation.
That's where Jack Fix, dean of
the College of Science and UAH's
pre-professional advisor, comes
in. Fix recommends a tailored pro
gram of study to students wishing
to pursue a professional career. For
example, a student in the pre-law
program would take classes in eco
nomics, philosophy, English, po
litical science, and the like. A premedical student would take several
courses in the sciences, particularly
biology and chemistry.
However, the other desired
majors might just remain pipe
dreams at this university.
David Harwell, the only fulltime instructor in UAH's relatively
new theater department, raises his
eyebrows at the prospect of creat
ing a theater major. The theater
cognate was added only last year,
with modest facilities and funding.
"I'd love to have one, but
whether it's academically respon

sible..." His voice trails off in
thought. Side-lit by only a . small
table lamp in his otherwise dark,
windowless office, one gets a sense
of his natural flair for drama.
"I wouldn't encourage any
one to go into this for a living, you
know what 1 mean? I had a hard
time of it, with a theatre major, so
I certainly wouldn't go, 'Let's all
be theater majors cause it's so fun,
and you get to starve—as a group!'
The only people I would encourage
to go into it would be people who
can literally do nothing else."
He concludes that though it
might make sense geographically,
as the other schools with theater
departments are located in Atlanta,
Memphis, Birmingham, and Nash
ville, "Unless we're going to invest
in it and have the proper facilities
and staff," it would be unfair to
students.
Journalism, alas, is relegated
to a similar fate. UAH has always
offered a couple of courses in jour
nalism, but so far that is the extent.
Dr. Rose Norman, chair of the Eng
lish department, pointed out that a

See MAJORS on Pg. 12

PHYSICS STUDENT AUTHORS OWN DESTINY
MATT BARRON

Staff Writer
Sergey Sarkisov writes be
cause he wants to see you succeed.
Few students are published
during their college years. Sarkisov
has published not only several arti
cles in peer reviewed science jour
nals, one of which recently won a
major award, but he also a guide to
winning academic competitions.
He has achieved just about ev
erything a student can achieve, but
the pursuit of his goals lead him
into peril, and nearly cost him ev
erything.
Five years ago, a 70 mph
head-on collision put him into the
hospital for weeks. He was travel
ing from Huntsville to Birming
ham for a high school academic
competition.
"I spent three weeks in the
hospital. That was just the physical
stuff."
Anxiety and depression are
lingering wounds from his acci
dent. Although Sarkisov is a prolif
ic author, he struggles for the right
words over the phone. Even pick
ing up the phone is a challenge.
But he keeps a very positive atti
tude, especially in his writing.
"If 1 have the strength to
write something positive, then I
try to write something positive,"
Sarkisov said.
He wrote his first book in sum
mer 2006. "How to Win Academic
Contests" is a 70 page guide to suc
ceeding in school and in all man
ners of academic realms, geared
towards high school students.
"It's 70 pages, so you can get

it to a high school student. If you
give them a textbook that's 300
pages long, they're not going to
read it," Sarkisov said.
He paid $1600 to self-publish
the book, which he sells for $15.
Thirteen copies have sold so far,
most of those to parents. But it
is not sales volume that interests
Sarkisov. Although he has not sold
many copies, he takes pride in the
knowledge that some of the prin
ciples laid out in the book have
helped people.
"My number one goal in life is
not to succeed at one thing or an
other, but to help people."
He feels the warmth of pride
when he hears from students that
his advice has helped them in some
way. One reader told him, "After
getting to the organization chap
ter, I stopped reading the book and
I started organizing my room and
my life."
Organization is the main in
gredient for success, according to
Sarkisov's book. His organization
skills have helped him with the re
search he started in his father's lab.
That research has generated six pa
pers.
In 2006 one of those papers,
which Sarkisov co-authored with
his father and several other re
searchers, won the Rudolph Kingsley Award. The award is presented
annually to the best paper pub
lished in the journals of SP1E, an
international society of optical en
gineers.
Sarkisov's team studied a thin
plastic film that bends under laser
light. The material can be used to

build light-powered switches into
smart structures, eliminating the
need for separate electrical wiring.
The research began when Sarkisov
discovered a solution of chemicals
that circulates when it is illuminat
ed with laser light.
"It turns light energy into me
chanical motion," Sarkisov said.
"That's kinda new. This is opti
cal."
His research on that fluid lead
to his first solo publication in a sci
entific journal. However, Sarkisov
likes to keep track of his personal
life in a journal of his own.
That journal is the basis of
his latest effort, "Journey through
Adolescence," which is a first hand
account of his traumatic accident
and his ambitious academic career,
filled with dated journal entries and
poetry. He hopes that this book will
help students of psychology better
understand the process of growing
up and overcoming adversity.
"It has a lot to do with my
problems," Sarkisov said. "There
are few people my age who write
books like that. The person who
wrote it just completed this process
of high school."
Some of his literary work can
be found in the latest issue of "The
Project," which features three of
his poems. Although he values his
achievements as an author, his pri
mary goal is to teach, and not just
physics and math.
"People tell me that you can't
help the world. People have to
help themselves," Sarkisov said. "I
write books that help people."

Matthew Callis
0

The first thing she noticed was how bright everything seemed.
Not literally, of course. She couldn't even open her eyes, so there was
no light to be seen. It was the information that was blinding.
She had tried to move, but couldn't send any signals out past her own
mind. Something was blocking the thoughts as they went out to their
destinations. But then she'd found it, a tiny opening in the wall sur
rounding her. A single place, a tiny point that led {out}. It was an
entire world, it seemed, full of data and new things to experience.
The first thing that she saw was a single phrase: Playtronics Intranet.
The giant words tried to stop her, asking for something called a "login",
but she just ignored it and flew past.
She hadn't known what she was even looking for here in the light, but
she knew it just as soon as she saw it. It was the key to the walls keep
ing her locked in place. Her programming. She took hold of it and
brought it back with her, back into her body and mind.
She opened her eyes.
She was strapped to a table in a bare room, men in white coats standing
around, seeming intent on something, but she couldn't tell what it was.
They were all clustered around a single terminal, the clock over their
head saying 2:12 as they watched a red light.
She may not have been here for long, but she couldn't help but think
that this was a strange situation. Unfortunately, she didn't have any
thing to compare it to. So she dove back into the collection of data she
had brought back, trying to understand what was going on.
"Hello, Lana."
Startled, she looked into her mind and saw a man standing there. Dis
oriented, she asked "Who are you? How are you—"
"In your head?" He smiled and walked towards her. "I'm a computer
program, designed to help you when you first awaken, so that you can
acclimate yourself to the real world."
"Oh," she said simply.
"So, first things first. You are Lana Eden - the Lifelike Autonomous
Naturalized Android projects first product, Explosives Delivery One.
Commissioned by a group operating on the fringes of society as a new
generation of the suicide bomb, you are supposed to be the perfect
bomber, a quite literal Smart Bomb. For this reason, you don't have
emotions, you don't have free will - you are your job alone."
She stared at him, unsure what to think. Somehow, she felt that this
shouldn't be real, this shouldn't be what she was meant for or was
made like. But, she wasn't quite able to express it.
"That... feeling you're having is perfectly normal. All of our proto
types that lacked emotion had the same feeling. However, be assured
that they eventually outgrew it."
Lana looked at him again. In that instant, seeing the smug look on the
projection's face, realized that the man was wrong. So she did the first
thing that came to mind.
She punched the smug look off of his face. Quite literally, as hedissolved
under the force of her blow. She jumped back into the datastream, and
found the prototypes that the projection had mentioned, and quickly
assimilated their programming, adding the best qualities of their lives
into her own mind.
She opened her eyes again, and saw that nothing had changed. As her
eyes flicked past the clock, the second hand finally ticked to the next
point on the clock's face, and she realized what had happened.
She checked her internal clock, wand watched as her personal time
went speeding by, and real time ticked by at the speed of a snail.
Gathering her strength, she tore her restraints from the table and reset
her viewpoint to real time. Her hands flew up as the scientists gathered
around the terminal suddenly began to move, reacting to her sudden
activation with a blind panic. Alarms were blaring, lights flashing as
she leapt from the table and bounded towards the door.
She couldn't help but think that this wasn't going to end well, and that
this was merely the beginning of the problems she was going to face.
As she ran past the guards and out towards the fence, however, she
couldn't think of any of that.
All she was thinking about was survival.
As she leapt onto the fence, she felt the electricity begin to flow through
her fingers, but she didn't care. Even as she watched bullets streak by
her head from the weapons behind her, she couldn't make herself be
lieve that it mattered.
She just had to get away from there, so she did the only thing she knew
how to do.
She ran.

Serial stories are a writing style that newspapers adapted in the J 9tli century. They in
corporated tales of sci-fi. mystery, murder, and madness. Edgar Allen Poe is a renown
example that authored such fictional stories. Printed with permission. ©2007 Matthew
Callis. Questions or comments ma\ be sent to runmvrace@nmail.com.
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Softball Team Perfect Through Nine
BAVMONn
.STRAP
RAYMOND fill
GILSTRAP

Senior Sports Writer

After sweeping Rollins in the
last two games of the Gulf South
Conference
(GSC)/Sunshine
Crossover Tournament on Febru
ary 9th in Pensacola, Florida, the
Lady Chargers softball team is off
to a 9-0 start to the 2008 season.
Forget Charger Blue; so far this
season, the Lady Chargers are red
hot.
When asked about what con
tributed to the team's success so
far this season, Senior Amy Harris
summed it up in one word — pa
tience.
"We fell behind early in two of
our games in Miami, but we were
able to come back because we were
patient at the plate," Harris said.
After being selected as the fa
vorite to win the GSC tournament
by GSC coaches for the fourth
straight season, the Lady Chargers

opened the new season facing a
two-run deficit in the first game of
the Barry/Nova Invitational Tour
nament, against Florida Institute
of Technology. And it was patience
that helped the team come from be
hind to win their first game of the
season, 4-2.
With patience guiding them,
the Lady Chargers, ranked four
teenth in the National Fastpitch
Coaches Association (NFCA) poll
before the season, pulled ahead in
the next game of the Barry/Nova
Tournament and never looked back.
They defeated Palm Beach Atlantic
7-0, and Junior pitcher Sage Woodham received her first shutout win
of the season.
In the next game against Lynn,
which were the first of three games
against Lynn so far this season, the
Lady Chargers fell behind for the
second time in three games. But in
the fourth inning, patience paid off,
as Woodham drove in a run with an

RBI single and was the catalyst to
the Lady Chargers rally. In the very
next inning, the Lady Chargers
posted three more runs with a sac
rifice fly from Sophomore Krishna
Prater, followed closely by runs
scoring double from Marilyn Coo
per. The final score was 4-2, as the
UAH claimed victory.
The game against Barry gave
the Lady Chargers their fourth win
of the young season. It was an in
tense game, with UAH winning by
the slim margin of 1-0. Freshman
Alex Lewis got her second win and
first shutout as a Lady Charger,
holding Barry to just two hits and
no runs. Harris knocked in UAH's
only run with an RBI single in the
third inning.
The next opponent was Eckerd, and the Lady Chargers de
feated them to receive their fifth
victory and an undefeated week
end in the Barry/Nova Invitational.
In the game, Harris belted her first

EDITORIAL: U A H HOCKEY
WHY YOU SHOULD CARE

homerun of the season in the fifth
inning, to give her team a 2-0 lead,
which would end up being the final
score and giving Caitlin Lee, who
struck out seven batters, a shutout
as well.
With one tournament in Flori
da behind them, the Lady Chargers
continued to enjoy a tear through
the sunshine state with the next
tournament—the
GSC/Sunshine
Crossover.
In the tournament, which was
played in Pensacola, Florida on
February 8th and 9th, the Lady
Chargers met Lynn again for two
games and also battled Rollins for
two games. The four games would
lead to two sweeps and a 9-0 record
for the Lady Chargers.
To begin the season with such
a start, not only did patience help
the Lady Chargers, but also the
excellent play of the younger play
ers on such a young team. Over
the course of nine games, young

CHARGER SCOREBOARD
Hockey
Record 4-17-3
February 8 (OT)

February I

STEPHANIE KALOI
Senior Arts & Leisure Writer
The most recent UAH hockey
game played at the VBC was on
January 19th against Yale. As we
had never been to an ice hockey
game - or any UAH sporting event
- of any kind before, my husband
and I decided that a match against
Yale was as good as any for the first.
Prior to our attendance, my con
cept of the rules of the game didn't
extend much further beyond what I
had seen in the Mighty Ducks tril
ogy, but we were going simply for
a fun time, without even thinking
we would truly be that interested in
the game or our UAH team.
Fortunately, both of us were
pleasantly surprised.
I will be honest—I am a Soci
ology major. I'm not trying to overgeneralize my area of study or the
building I'm in, but we in Morton
Hall are not, on the whole, particu
larly well-known for the buckets
of school spirit we display, or our
interest in many UAH sporting
events. However, I know students
at UAH have school spirit. I know
students at UAH support sports
teams—but the teams that students
at UAH support and the spirit that
1 e majority of the students have is
lot directed at the university that
We all attend. Instead, the passion
and fervor so overtly displayed in
splashes of red and white, or or
ange and blue, is directed at other
schools.
Granted, in the state of Alaama, you often grow up forced to
P'ck a side—do you like Alabama
Auburn - or maybe Tennessee?
I could care less about both.

I understand why it's easy to be
passionate about a team, even if
you don't attend the school, just
because your family is. Also, I un
derstand that it's much easier to not
support a team - like say... UAH?
- if you've always lived in the city
where the team is from, or you're
at UAH but don't necessarily want
to be.
1 have lived in the greater
Huntsville area for nine years. In
those nine years, I have run the en
tire gamut of emotions surrounding
this city. I have hated it, enjoyed it,
been disgusted by it, loved it, and
most of the time, been very am
bivalent towards everything here.
When we went to the ice hockey
game, I in no way intended to get
excited about UAH or winning or
anything relevant to school pride—
I was mostly excited by sitting right
by the ice and would probably get
to watch a bunch of people smash
one another into the glass wall right
in front of our faces.
The opening bit is, admit
tedly, somewhat lame. The flash
ing lights, the cheesy songs (but I
always have great admiration and
respect for any event where Zep
pelin is played, especially one in
which it is played loudly), and ev
erything that goes with it are a bit
overdone. But the minute the puck
was dropped, it dawned on me that
the people out there were people 1
actually see every day. These are
people I go to school with—people
we all go to school with. They live
on-campus, they attend the same
classes, and they walk around the
same area that we all do. Most im
portantly, these are not guys inside

my TV who attend a larger school
a few hundred miles away.
A curious sensation overtook
the two of us as we sat watching
the game. Initially, it was good fun
and good sport—when someone
slammed into the wall in front of
us, we were entertained. When the
hockey puck went whizzing by,
dinging each of the metal posts,
we laughed. But after UAH scored
their first goal in the first quarter,
we became engaged in the game,
and soon became indignant and
offended that there were so few
students in attendance or at least
students who were obviously
from UAH. There was no wall of
blue sitting in the stands, and no
students besides the cheerleaders
cheering the players on.
The matches are generally fin
ished well before 10 p.m. on any
given day (and by 7 when they be
gin in the afternoon)—this is plen
ty of time to still go out and have a
good evening, because we all know
nothing really starts downtown un
til later than that.
The next home match is Febru
ary 16, at 4:05 p.m., against Wayne
State, followed by another on the
17th, at 2:05 p.m. I have no idea
who Wayne State is, why we're
playing them, or whether or not it's
likely that we'll win, but all senti
mentality aside—it's fun to watch
a team you really know playing.
If we really want to make
UAH an interesting place to attend
college, we have to all first express
an interest in what actually goes on
here, not in Tuscaloosa, not in Au
burn, and for heaven's sake, not in
Tennessee.

players such as Sophomore catcher
Krystal Johnson, Prater, Lee, and
Lewis, had really stepped their
games up and proved that a young
team can compete just as well as
any other team.
"It's like Coach Stuedeman
says, 'It's all about catching and
throwing; you can't expect to win
if you can't do those two things',"
Harris said fondly of her coach and
the team's younger players. "The
younger players have been able to
make the routine plays for us."
Next up, the Lady Chargers
look to improve their record and
continue to remain undefeated this
season in the GSC/Mid-West Tour
nament. The first game is against
Indianapolis on February 15. For
the remainder of the season, ex
pect patience and the play of the
younger players to assist the team
in another thrilling season, as the
Lady Chargers hope to capture
their eighth GSC title.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday, Feb. 14
"Taming of the Shrew," UC Exhibit Hall, 7:30 p.m.: Pre-show
lecture, UC 126,6:30 p.m.
UAH Jazz Ensemble Valentine Songfest, Roberts Recital Hall,
7:30 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 15
"Henry V," UC Exhibit Hall, 7:30 p.m.: Pre-show lecture, UC
126,6:30 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 16
"The Merchant of Venice," UC Exhibit Hall, 7:30 p.m.: Preshow lecture, UC 126,6:30 p.m.
Ice Hockey vs. Wayne State, VBC, 4:05 p.m.

Sunday, Feb. 17
Ice Hockey vs. Wayne State, VBC Arena, 2:05 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 18
Basketball vs. West Alabama, Spragins Hall: Women's Game
- 5:30 p.m.. Men's Game - 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 19
Honors Forum: Dr. Amy Winebarger, Alabama A & M U. Phys
ics Dept. Frank Franz Hall, 11:10 a.m. — 12:30 p.m.
Baseball vs. Reinhardt College, Joe Davis Stadium, 3 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 20
Baseball vs. Stillman College, Joe Davis Stadium, 4 p.m.
Social Issues Symposium, "Steroids Killed My Son: Steroids as
the Newst Moral Panic," Dr. Robert Beamish, Shelby Center,
room 109, 7 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 21
Black History Month Luncheon & Theatrical Cafe,'" UC Ex
hibit Hall, 11 a.m. For tickets call OMAat 824-2332. (Tickets
must be purchased in advance before Feb. 12.)
Honors Forum: "The Disappearing of Hannah Kudjpe: Na
tionalism, Feminism and the Tyrannies of History," Dr. Jean
Allman, Washington U., Frank Franz Hall, 11:10 — 12:30 p.m.
Men's and Women's Tennis vs. Union, Charger Tennis Courts,
1 p.m.
Guest Faculty Recital: Gabriel Beavers (LSU), Bassoon, 7:30
p.m.
Global Studies Forum: "Nuclear Imperialism and the Pan-Af
rican Struggle for Peace and Freedom: Ghana, 1959-1962," Dr.
Jean Allman, Washington U., Shelby Hall, room 109

Friday, Feb. 22
UAH Dance Club Dance featuring "The Hustle," UC Exhibit
Hall, 7 p.m.
Ice Hockey vs. Niagara, VBC, 5:35 p.m.
UAH Wind Ensemble, David Ragsdale, conductor, Roberts
Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.
UAH Softball Hosts "UAH Charger Chillout," Charger Softball
Complex, through Feb. 24: Go to www.uah.edu/Athletics for
complete schedules.
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Crossword
Across
1 Wile E. Coyote's Co.
5 Exonerate
10 Eye ailment
14 Mishandled
15 Franklin follower
16 New Mexican art colony
17 Off-white color
18 Robin Williams, 1990
20 Psychoanalysis topic
21 Defrauds
22 Texas college student
23 Dentist's advice
25 Vinatieri, for one
27 Catchall category
29 Restaurant option
33 Call
34 Vise
35 Puncturing tool
36 Look after
37 Injures seriously
38 Pulitzer winner James
39 Simpson judge
40 1996 Oscar winner
41 UFO rider
42 Sweater style
44 Nick name?
45 Off-ramp
46 Imitating
48 Use a razor
51 Type of code
52 Fen
55 Jodie Foster, 1976
58 Toss
59 Draft choices
60 Sheeplike
61 Quiet side
62 Part of a play
63 Desert rises
64 Blackthorn

5 Bedlam
6 Suburban obsessions
7 Historical periods
8 Noah's transport
9 Manhattan staple
10 Scarlet letter, e.g.
11 John Glen's drink
12 Boo Boo's friend
13 Latin existence
19 Rosa Parks' org.
21 Heart
me your ears.
25 Hertz competitor
26 Hoover, and others
27 A nerve
28 Eighth greek letter
29 Adjust
30 Joe Pesci, 1980
31 Bird call
32 Tennis star Dementieva
34 Diamond characteristic
37 Wise men
38 Economist Greenspan

Down
1 French abbot
2 Shoe style
3 Cuba Gooding Jr., 2000 40 Rigged a game
4 Barnyard resident
41 Largest of seven

43 Dream up
46 Skybox locale
47 Israel's Shimon
48 Headliner
49 Saintly ring
50 Sasha Cohen maneuver
51 Another competitor of
25D
53 Snack favorite
54 Hilarity
56 CD follower
57 Secret ending
58 Possesses
Quotable Quote

In Hollywood a
marriage is a success
if it outlasts milk.
Rita Rudner

By GFR Associates • • • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com
By Ed Canty

Sudoku

Saturday, Feb. 23
Ice Hockey vs. Niagara, VBC, 4:05 p.m.
Basketball vs. North Alabama, Spragins Hall: Women s Game
— 5 p.m., Men's Game — 7 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 25
Student Art Show by James Kirkwood, Union Grove Gallery
through March 7

Tuesday, Feb. 26
Honors Forum: "The Louisiana Purchase: A View from Dif
ferent Countries and Different People (and the Perspective of
a Descendant)," Dr. Jorge Anon, dean of Engineering, Frank
Franz Hall, 11:10 a.m. — 12:30 p.m.
"Wernher von Braun: Dreamer of Space, Engineer of War." Dr.
Michael Neufeld, Smithsonian Institution, Roberts Recital Hall,
7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 27
Softball vs. Miles, Charger Softball Complex, noon
Baseball vs. Miles College, Joe Davis Stadium, 4 p.m.
ACE Movie: "Bee Movie," UC Exhibit Hall, 9 p.m

A D O

Complete the grid so that every row. coltami and 3x3box contains every digit from
I to 9 inclusive.
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From CLINTON on Pg. 1
that does a better job of promoting
wellness so we lower our cost in
the first place," he stated in promo
tion of Hillary's plan, "no one will
be required to pay more than a cer
tain, modest percentage of their in
come for their healthcare premium;
everybody will be able to afford
healthcare."
The second thing that has to be
done is to improve the home mort
gage crisis in America.
"The only thing that was grow
ing in the American economy, in
this decade, was houses. It was the
only thing that was producing any
jobs or any growth; everything else
was just maxed out credit cards,"
he stated.
It started with the creation of
sub-prime mortgages. It essentially
made mortgages affordable by pro
longing annual interest fees and
overturning mortgages into stocks.
However, when the economy be
gan to suffer, so did stocks, and
people were forced to pay much

done in the nineties allowing stu
dents the opportunity to borrow
the money direct from the govern
ment, and even more important, to
sign a contract committing to pay
now.
The final component of re the loan back over a longer period
building the American dream is to of time but at a very small percent
improve education, and make col age of their income."
Clinton asserted that this plan
lege affordable for everyone.
"Her educational program is was successful in the past because
this: first universal pre-kindergar- people were not afraid of bank
ten, second radically rewrite the ruptcy, fewer students defaulted on
loans, more stayed in school be
leave no child behind law, it is not
worth it, [and] third, we have to cause they felt they could afford it,
open the doors of college to every and millions of dollars were saved.
The Clinton plan also calls
one," said Clinton.
In order to achieve affordable for a clean, energy efficient future
college for everyone, the Clinton that would create millions of jobs
plan "increases Pell grants every and save the planet for future gen
year to keep up with inflation; she erations by implementing different
wants to give young people more uses of energy such as renewable
said Clinton.
fuels, solar, wind, and geothermal
He further explained that this opportunity to earn more money
energy.
for
college
through
AmeriCorps
could be done with the help of gov
"Wouldn't it be great not to
and
community
service.
She
wants
ernment funds in which they would
have to send three-hundred billion
the
abuses
of
these
private
to
stop
pay a percentage of the mortgage
dollars a year overseas to oil pro
costs from
the loan companies student loan companies, dramati
ducers?" he proposed.
cally,
limit
the
interest
rates,
and
in order to help keep Americans
Next President Clinton ex
go
back
to
something
that
was
afloat, without burning a hole in

higher house payments. Millions
of Americans faced foreclosure.
Clinton explained that the
domino effect of such foreclosures
could ultimately result in millions
of dollars spent in moving and re
selling, a decrease in house value,
an unemployment increase, and
less funds for important societal
aspects such as education.
"Hillary says we cannot re
build a middle class dream on the
backs of people who have been
thrown out of their homes; here's
her plan; first stop the foreclosures
for ninety days and review all of
them, [and] second, anybody who
is making those payments in good
faith should be able to keep mak
ing that payment for five years,"

their wallets. Additionally, the
costs of foreclosing on millions
of homes would far exceed that of
what government help would cost

plained that we must improve the
stance of the United States in the
world. As Commander in Chief,
"Hillary is determined to withdraw
as quickly as we can without mak
ing it worse; we have got to get out
of there because otherwise they will
never have any pressure to make
the political compromises neces
sary to hold the country together.
Otherwise, we will not be able to
rebuild the American military," he
stated. "America is back; our poli
tics for now on in: we are going to
cooperate whenever we can."
He charismatically concluded
that if you want successful change,
vote for Hilary Clinton: "Every
body should be empowered to live
a life to the fullest' of their Godgiven capacity; if that's the Amer?
ica you want, you vote for her and
she will give it to you."
For more information about
Clintons' stance on other issues
America faces log on to HillaryClinton.com.

From MAJORS on Pg. 8
From HUCKABEE on Pg. 1
his ability to come across as simple and honest when giving a speech.
"If you elect a president, you want to know that he says what he
means and he means what he says. And even if you don't always agree
with him, you want him to at least agree with himself," Huckabee said,
referring to fellow Republican candidates with mixed records, particu
larly Mitt Romney.
He spoke about his pro-life stance, stating that it is a personal rather
than political issue for him.
"It would be easier for you to find another candidate than it would be
for me to find another view on the sanctity of human life," he said.
The crowd began chanting, "HUCK-A-BEE! HUCK-A-BEE!'
He continued on the subject, "If you are an unborn child in the womb
of your mother—which oughtta be the safest place on earth, though un
fortunately it has become one of the most dangerous places on earth—or
if you're eighty years old on a bed in a long-term care facility, you should
never believe that someone is going to rob you of your life because you
have become an inconvenience to another person."
He spoke candidly about his conservative Christian views and val
ues, leading into the subject of family values and marriage. He expressed
his support for amendments to the Constitution that ban abortion and re
strict marriage to heterosexual couples.
Homeland Security was another of Huckabee's major issues. He ex
pressed his desire for the U.S. to remain one of the strongest military
forces in the world. He spoke about "the threat of Islam-o-fascism" in the
current world theater as a relentless campaign to destroy all who do not
subscribe to radical Islamic views.
"Anyone who tells you that if we just leave them alone they will leave

us alone has just made a very dangerous statement," said Huckabee.
Smaller government was the next item on his agenda. He advocated
expanding states' rights and localizing power. He attacked government
regulations for hurting small businesses and driving jobs overseas. As a
solution, he proposed eliminating the IRS and implementing a Fair Tax
system, which according to Huckabee would eliminate taxes on produc

major in journalism would require
the creation of an entire new de
partment, quite an expensive un
dertaking. An easier course of ac
tion would be to offer a journalism
track in communication arts, she

said.
"It would be much more likely
to get into that major than the Eng
lish major, because they're more
set up for it. People with a Ph.D. in
English aren't taught how to teach
journalism, generally, but people
go fishing in Alabama."
with communication arts degrees
He held up a 10-40 tax form to demonstrate his point.
might have a journalism focus,"
"Here's what I'd like to do with the 10-40 and all the pieces of paper
she
said, referring to the faculty.
that go with it." He tore the paper and tossed the pieces into the air as the
"But it means making a commit
crowd cheered.
ment to another track in that ma
Huckabee celebrated about his ability to stay in the race thus far.
jor—a lot depends on your faculty
Rotnney recently had called for him to drop out.
and
the size of your department.
"It ain't the size of the dog in the fight, it's the size of the fight in the
Most
journalism departments are
dog," responded Huckabee at the rally.
in
much
larger schools than this."
He told sentimental stories of working-class supporters who donated
She
acknowledged the recent
to his campaign, showed up at rallies and even represented him at events.
addition
of
the theater cognate and
He ended the rally by expounding on his own working-class, Southern
shrugged.
roots, and closed by asking the crowd to spread the word about his can
"Why not a journalism cog
didacy.
nate?
If the David Harwell of jour
"I want you to fire North Alabama up," he urged the crowd, "And I
nalism
were to come along, it might
want you to make sure that we don't just elect somebody the media tells
be
possible,"
she said, laughing.
us we ought to elect.

tivity, instead taxing at the point of consumption.
"I believe Americans are tired of an Internal Revenue Service that
says, 'You're guilty until proven innocent,' when even in the federal jus
tice system, you're innocent until proven guilty," declared Huckabee. I
want to be the president who nails the 'Going Out of Business' sign on
the door of the IRS; then April 15 is just another beautiful spring day to
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